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Small rooms

2~6 seats

Easy-to-use meeting is highly demanded in 

morden work, which makes huddle room 

important to empower your staff to quick 

connect and join meeting to start the 

conversation, bringing people together 

from local and remote teams and acceler-

ating the efficiency.

Large rooms

12~16 seats

Conference rooms allow for collaboration 

and face-to-face interaction in a private 

se�ing, connecting both on-site and remote 

employees. One very large display or two 

side-by-side displays to share content and 

see remote colleagues. A camera and table-

top or ceiling audio devices can enhance 

the audio quality, ensuring everyone is 

heard clearly. A touch console make it easy 

to start meetings and control the other 

room devices. 

Extra-large rooms

over 16 seats

For extra-large space like training room, 

creating an environment where people can 

be fully focused, collaborated and engaged 

is essential.  Two large side-by-side displays 

to share content and see remote colleagues. 

Multiple cameras and ceiling audio devices 

are needed, ensuring everyone is seen and 

heard clearly. A touch console make it easy 

to start meetings and control the other 

room devices. Beyond that, how to keep 

people consentrated on the speaker and 

the meeting is critical.

Medium rooms

6~12 seats

Usually there have longer table and more seats 

in medium-size room. One common-sized display 

or two side-byside displays help participants all 

see both content and remote colleagues. A 

camera, tabletop audio device and meeting 

controls make it easy to start meetings and have 

a good meeting experience.

MULTIPLE CHOICES TO HAVE YOUR

BEST-IN-CLASS SOLUTIONS
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For any scenarios

Certified by Teams and Zoom/ Validated to use with other popular video platforms



Auto Framing

Automatically recognizes the number and the positions of a�endees, 

which continually adjusts as more participants enter the space, eliminat-

ing manual setups.

Yealink Camera Options UVC84/86 

Speaker Tracking

Speaker Tracking frames a real-time close-up of the speaker, bringing a 

vivid face-to-face meeting experience. 

Presenter Tracking

The camera follows the presenters around the room when they are 

presenting, making them always in the center of the view of the camera. 

Multi-camera System

Empowered by AVHub, up to 9 UVC84/86 cameras can connect simultane-

ously from a single room, be�er capturing participants and providing 

different views of the rooms. 

FULLY CAPTURED,

ENJOY PEERLESS VIDEO EXPERIENCE
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Yealink UVC84/86 camera achieves a gorgeous video experience perfectly for medium and large 

rooms.With a range of AI-driven features, it empowers your meeting space by reproducing every 

moment and detail precisely. 

UVC84UVC86

×N



Premium Sound

From the audio industry leaders, delivering clear sound reproduction.

Flexible Options

Diversified portfolio of audio solutions that can be precisely tailored to 

your needs.

Simplified Connectivity

Connect Yealink Mcore to DPS with a simple USB connection, unlocking 

the perfect audio and video.

BYOD Support

Not only certified with Teams and zoom, but also support BYOD feature for 

any platforms.

FULLY HEARD,

ENJOY FLEXIBLE AND EXTRAORDINARY

AUDIO ALL AROUND
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Deelpy integrated with indrustry leading brands, the audio is always seamlessly captured and 

delivered with the highest fidelity, the result  and experience are truly extraordinary.
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Yealink meeting control devices are compatible with the control system of Extron and AMX.

FULLY CONTROLLED, 

HAVE ALL ROOM CONTROLS IN ONE PANEL
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A simple tap on the Yealink Touch Panel can control call volume for the room as well as send 

commands that trigger automation events for display control, shades, lighting, and more

Camera Control Display Input Channel Control

Lighting Control Shade Control

Lighting

Camera

Display Input Channel
Shade



Hybrid Collaboration

Multi-participant content sharing, control, and markup.

BYOM

Seamlessly works  with UC&C platforms and devices, just start a hybrid 

meeting from your laptop.

FULLY ENGAGED,

BOOST EFFICIENCY AND INTERACTIVITY
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Wirelessly share your content in and outside the room with Bu�on or App and connect to the 

Yealink USB camera, speaker and mic for easy conferencing.

Wireless Content Sharing

Wireless Sharing

No cable hassle is needed. Just present & collaborate from your laptop in 

any room directly with bu�on or App.

User Friendly

One click on the bu�on or one tap on App to connect.



Flexible Bookings

Book the room directly by the room panel, Webapp or your mobile device. 

Easy to Manage

Manage your meetings like pre-reserve, check-in or cancel by only a few 

clicks on app.

FULLY PLANNED, 

UTILIZE AND MANAGE YOUR MEETING

SPACES WITH EASE AND EFFICIENCY
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Free to move your communication to any collaboration space. Easily pick up and reserve the room 

best for you to have a discussion or online-meeting.

Light Shows Availability

Quickly identify open rooms by the green colored LED light on the panel.

Multi-booking Systems Supported

Integrate with multiple booking systems which support most of your exist-

ing calendar system. Scan the QR code 

to check in Yealink Headquarter

No. 666 Hu'an Road

Yealink QBR

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
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YEALINK PARTNERS


